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Introduction
Sustainability standards and similar systems have only just begun to realise
the value of location-based analytics. Organisations that have yet to collect
geospatial data and adopt spatial analysis as part of their strategy and operations
may be missing out.
Think of all the ways you use a mapping app on your
smart phone or computer. Whether to avoid traffic on
the way to work or look for the address and opening
hours of a restaurant, geospatial data has become
part of our everyday lives.
Soon, sustainability systems will rely on it just as much.
Instead of trying to derive insights about certified
operations and activities from dozens of Excel charts, it
will be possible to identify patterns, trends and specific
events on a map in real time. That is spatial analysis.
Spatial analysis goes beyond simple mapping, adding
context and time dimensions to location data. This
makes it easier to understand critical and complex
information, simpler and more intuitive to achieve
insights, and faster to make decisions that drive
improvement. Sustainability systems must make
choices in a complex and uncertain environment. This
is why they are moving toward more systematic use of
location data for monitoring and evaluation, assurance,
communication and decision making.

What is polygon data?
Data on the geographic positioning of sites or locations
can be represented as points or polygons.1 A polygon
is a geographic feature defined by a series of points
(or vertices) that are connected to form a ring, and
hence enclose an area. Due to their more complex
nature (versus an individual point), the management
of polygons requires special software, such as a
Geographical Information System (GIS) or specialised
mapping programmes like Google Earth.
For sustainability systems, polygons can be used to map
out and digitally represent the boundaries of a variety of
geographic features. Of most immediate interest are the
areas of certified activities. Certified activity areas can
be represented individually (Figure 1a), or as clusters
across a landscape within which multiple activity areas
reside (Figure 1b). The difference with the latter is that,
in addition to the certified operations, there are areas
within the polygon that are not certified. The more
granular and precise the polygons are to the features
they represent, the more useful they become.

This document provides an overview of spatial analysis
using polygon location data. Aimed at decision makers,
it summarises what polygon location data is, why it is
important and how it can be collected.

Call to action
We encourage all ISEAL members to incorporate
the collection of geospatial data—where possible
in polygon format—into their data strategies.
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For more details on the collection and management of location data in general see:
Guidelines for the Collection and Management of Location Data in the ISEAL Certification Atlas
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(a) Polygons for each certified activity area

(b) A polygon around multiple certified activity areas

Figure 1 Different ways to represent the location for a certificate consisting of many certified activity areas
using polygons.

Why is polygon data valuable for
sustainability systems?
The collection and use of polygon data has the
potential to provide substantial value for sustainability
systems. This is predominantly due to its ability to
provide a markedly more accurate picture of where
certified activities are situated than is possible using a
single point (e.g. addresses or latitude and longitude
coordinates). Opportunities, issues, and risks associated
with sustainability (e.g. water availability, deforestation
and child labour prevalence) all have a spatial
dimension, and analysis of polygon data can provide
a better understanding of how certified activities
are interacting with these factors. These insights are
essential to effecting and demonstrating changes in
a landscape.
If generated correctly, polygon data can also provide a
precise measure of the area of certified activities (e.g.
hectares of certified production). Accurate recording of
this metric is incredibly valuable, especially for assessing
performance. For example, accurate measures of area
enable indicators such as yields (e.g. Kg/Ha) and other
types of spatially bound efficiencies (e.g. water use
efficiency) to be calculated more precisely (see Box 12).
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Data on performance and compliance can also be
associated with polygons, and visualised and analysed
against other contextual factors for further insight
(e.g. water efficiency can be analysed against the risk
of regional water scarcity).

Box 1.
UTZ (now Rainforest Alliance) used polygon
data to record the area of cocoa plantations
Recording area accurately is highly important
for decision making. In an UTZ-funded project,
self-reported area data for cocoa plantations in
West Africa was compared with accurate GPSderived polygon data to explore implications of
area reporting on the benchmarking of maximum
cocoa yields. It was found that self-reported area
data wildly overstated the size of productive land,
which meant that decision makers were deriving
inaccurate and unachievable yield targets
for smallholders. This helped to explain why
productivity interventions were not working.

Bymolt, R., Laven, A., Tyszler, M. (2018). Demystifying the cocoa sector, The Royal Tropical Institute (KIT).
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Polygon data can provide the following benefits to
sustainability systems:
Improved accuracy and efficiency of assurance processes.
Polygon data can help auditors more effectively assess
compliance for spatial issues such as deforestation and
land conversion, as the boundaries of certified activities
are clearly marked versus the presence of the issues. It
can also help auditors navigate (through route planning)
and enables digital (and potentially real-time)
management of compliance activity.
Improved risk management, planning and stakeholder
engagement. For example, polygon data can be used
alongside satellite data to generate real time statistics
on forest fires in or near certified areas. Information on
spatial risks, such as water scarcity, can also be fed back
to farmers in a visual and granular format using polygon
data. This can help them improve farming activities (e.g.
inform irrigation regimes to use water more efficiently).
Improved measurement and communication of
performance and impact. By mapping performance over
time and comparing this with contextual data and the
locations of non-certified activities, polygon data can be
used to better assess what may or may not be working,
and where. For example, one could explore the effects
of different policies and interventions and how these
might vary geographically. This information can be used
to allocate resources and improvement programmes
where they are most needed.
Improved transparency and visibility of information to
drive action. Visualisations of polygon data can be used
to increase awareness and strengthen credibility and
uptake of sustainability practices by producers, value
chain actors and consumers. Because polygon data gives
a clear visual and spatial representation of the activities
of sustainability systems, and can be read across
different actors, it can help drive action, communicate
change, identify overlaps and find opportunities to
collaborate (e.g. on landscape approaches).3

Figure 2 GeoRSPO certified polygon map helps
auditors navigate and assess compliance.

Figure 3 A plantation polygon enabling real-time
generation of deforestation and fire risk statistics.

Figure 4 Bonsucro certificate performance
mapping using polygon data.

Figure 5 Certified locations of multiple
standards mapped against poverty indicators.18
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Insight and data displayed in figure 4 is from Tayleur, C., & Phalan, B. T. (2018) Spatial Data Are Key to Sustainability Standards Increasing and
Demonstrating Their Impact. Tropical Conservation Science, 11
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Polygon data is much better suited to achieving these
outcomes than unidimensional point data, as point
data only provides an approximation of where activities
are occurring. Points may be useful for small certified
activity areas (several hectares), but as the areas get
larger the usefulness of point data diminishes. The
location at which a point is generated can also vary
from site to site (e.g. at a farmhouse or in the middle
of a production area), and an individual point can
represent a very large area or many individual sites.
This means, when using point data to explore
interactions of activities with the spatial context,
you end up making very broad assumptions.
In conclusion, polygon boundary data provides a far
more accurate representation of the areas within which
sustainability systems’ activities are occurring. It can give
systems and their partners more operational visibility
and huge amounts of analytical power for data insight.
This in turn can be used to improve system effectiveness
and efficiency, better understand operational contexts,
assess and manage risks, and measure and demonstrate
impact in efforts to scale up.

How can sustainability systems collect
polygon data?
Polygon location data can be collected (or generated) in
a variety of ways. Through discussion with experts and
systems actively using these data, ISEAL has identified
four main options:
Option 1. Using polygon boundary data already
mapped by other actors to generate polygons for
certified activities, conducting an overlap analysis
with organisational point data through a GIS.
Option 2. Drawing polygons of certified activity
boundaries on satellite imagery or basemaps;
conducted by, or alongside, certificate holders or
certified group members.
Option 3. Walking the boundary of certified
activity areas using a GPS-enabled recording device;
conducted by, or alongside, certificate holders or
certified group members.
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Option 4. Using emerging technologies such as drones
and artificial intelligence land use mapping to generate
polygons remotely.
Table 1 contains an overview of the technologies that
can be used to generate polygon data, specifying which
of these options each technology is associated with.
All of these approaches and technologies are detailed in
ISEAL’s ‘Guidance on the collection of polygon location
data for sustainability systems.’ The guidance is
targeted at technical staff and includes steps for
applying different approaches, contextual
considerations and experiences of implementing
systems. It also includes a decision tree to help
technical staff think through the steps of data
collection and validation.
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DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY OVERVIEW

Smart device
applications
Walking
boundaries

Use GPS, mobile
network and internet
connection functions
to generate a positional
reading. Many also have
functionality for drawing
polygons manually.

A cost-effective technology for field georeferencing in areas with little overhead cover
(e.g. no trees or buildings). May be a challenge
if boundaries or terrain are hard to access on
foot. Best where boundaries are on land,
with little overhead cover, and are feasible
for walking (e.g. crop farmland).

Dedicated
GPS devices
Walking
boundaries

Developed for recording
geospatial data using
signals specifically from
GPS satellites. Have
long been the go-to for
recording location data
in the field.

Consider over smart applications if a slightly
higher degree of accuracy is necessary and
data generators already have broad access to
the certified activity area. May not be viable if
unfamiliar to the generator due to complexity.
Best where boundaries are on land, with little
overhead cover, and are feasible for walking
(e.g. crop farmland).

Geo-referencing drones
Flying boundaries

An emerging technology,
geo-referencing drones
can either provide
remotely sensed imagery
or track GPS to record
location data. They are
remotely controlled by a
nearby operator.

Still a new and more costly technology to
implement, but use is broadening significantly.
Proven effective for community engagement
and interactive measurement (as they
are interesting and exciting). Best where
boundaries are very long, too far to walk,
terrain/access is challenging, and there is a lot
of cover (e.g. large forest units).

GIS geo-referencing
Drawing boundaries

A GIS (for desktop,
online or smart devices),
which has built-in
drawing tools that allow
a data generator to
digitally map polygons by
tracing over basemaps
or satellite imagery.

Best done by or alongside the person who
knows the features well geographically. Very
useful for remote validation and correction of
field-collected data. Best where features are
easy to discern from basemaps or imagery.
Also an option in cases where boundaries
are not feasible for walking (e.g. fisheries,
aquaculture, factories).

Leveraging existing data
Translating
boundaries

Analysis tools within
a GIS can be used to
generate new polygons
using externally sourced
data for the desired
locations by considering
overlaps between
data layers.

Should be the first option to explore for any
system attempting to obtain polygon data
on their certificates. Data licensing should
be carefully considered for any leveraged
datasets. It can affect how data can be used
or shared. Other methods outlined here
should be considered once existence of
external sources has been fully explored.

OPTION 1

A.I. feature classification
Computing boundaries

Technology that uses
artificial intelligence
and machine learning,
scanning and scraping
basemaps and remotely
sensed imagery to
generate comprehensive
land cover maps or
chosen polygon datasets.

Probably not viable for adoption just yet, but
certainly one to watch. As advances are made,
it has the potential to do the job significantly
faster and cheaper than other options.
However, still a way to go before it could be
fully and effectively operationalised.
Currently best when boundaries can
easily be discerned from remotely
sensed imagery.

OPTION 2

OPTION 4

OPTION 3

OPTION 2&3

METHOD

OPTION 4

REMOTE REFERENCING

FIELD OR REMOTE

FIELD REMOTE

FIELD DIRECT

Table 1 Technologies and approaches that can be used to collect polygon location data, ordered from field to
remote focused.
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System requirements before
beginning collection
Before considering polygon data collection, it is important that
your organisation has the following in place:

A clear purpose and strategy for how polygon data will ultimately be used.
This is not only valuable internally, but also provides justification to help leverage
data from external partners, and ensures effective data governance and licensing.
It helps identify main users, value for data providers and data use permissions.
A Geographical Information System (GIS) to manage and analyse the data.
There are a variety of free and paid GIS to choose from. Popular systems include
ArcGIS, QGIS, Google Earth Pro and Maptitude. (See “Get involved” below. ArcGIS
licences are available for members through ISEAL.)
At least one person within the organisation with some GIS experience.
Ideally, someone proficient in GIS who can effectively manage and analyse the data.
Location points for your existing certificates.
These include latitude and longitude coordinates (recommended) and addresses,
and should already be recorded in your certificate database. The validity and accuracy
of this data should be checked carefully, and ideally have been imported and mapped
on your GIS.

Get involved
ISEAL aims to help members build location data and spatial analysis capacity through
the Certification Atlas project. The aim of this project is to develop a mapped data
layer that demonstrates the geographic reach of ISEAL member certification across
the globe. Through this project, members can obtain a private, ISEAL-supported
licence for ESRI ArcGIS Online to begin collecting, managing and using geospatial
data as part of their enterprise data strategy.
For more information, or to learn about member licence opportunities
for ArcGIS Online contact:
info@isealalliance.org
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